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ABOUT THE BOOK:

This is an essay dedicated to God who lives within us, second to the
world to enrich the cultural knowledge of you Mr. reader, we can be so
impressive but at the same time, brittle. A feeling is ennobled with a
beautiful word accompanied by action, but an arrow can destroy years
of trust.
It is possible to tell a story in different ways, but it is important to tell it
truthfully, before pointing out it is necessary to think how many fingers
point to the offended, forgive is important to forget, the past becomes
oblivion and memories bring it to the present teaching the thinker
mistakes inadvertent but necessary at that time, now in today made a
better being understands his role of fulfilling the mission of enjoying
every day because tomorrow does not exist.
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Those who do not lose an opportunity for not following the advice of a
mother, full of egocentrism are their cause of perdition, abandon a
precious gift: study, to fill their pockets of money, a succulent friend able
to satisfy material needs to appear a life not lived.
At first the young man is ignorant, he rejoices in joy because he does
not know the wickedness of many, the angels always take care of him,
but if he is in the path of the Nazarene, he always accompanies him, for
our creator we are all loved, nothing is imperfect in his world the word
impossible was completely eliminated.
All those immersed in years of errors doubt, stories hide a truth from the
human eye, but the fallen man submerges himself in wisdom and reborn
master, understands his past, embraces him because he understands
the beauty of God, the occult architect molds his life without interfering
in none of the plans of his beloved son.
The dreams deposited in the hands of the creator arrive the right day
and place, not when it is desired, only when God allows it, it is advisable
to dream but not to plan because he knows each heart and knows its
intimate secrets, it is not allowed to see the sadness in one of his
creations, but ... Why does sadness exist? Due to the lack of trust on the
part of the dreamer, his lack of experience in life is snatched to make
fatal decisions for the divine plan, causing to pay with his time for the
mistakes made.
From the advice of a bad friend he takes care of the petition to the
angels, his tangled words are discovered with the wisdom of prayer,
every day is a new opportunity to be tempted by the wise devil but to be
on the right path of doom it does not reach it.
When making dreams you must think of passion, over the years
dedication brings the reward of years of effort but if the action is destined
to produce money the road will take different directions, happiness is
born to get pleasure in it done without expecting a retribution, a law of
give and take but without expecting something in return.
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How many people called doctors lead their lives to another job because
their hope was to get money, now over time are workers of others in
different jobs even wondering why do not exercise what studied? Where
there is no love of labor, financial progress cannot exist because of the
outburst of error.
The devil is guilty of sin but he who performs evil deeds on the offender,
only takes actions, does not measure the consequences, and with
apologies is not enough to erase the stains of his error, God believes the
devil but with sweet temptations end the guilty in It is the truth that makes
the decision to act.
Giving the world the right teachings instead of dreaming of money, the
kingdom of heaven is a treasure over all the bright earth, riches are
fleeting but immortality necessary.
Giving the body what is necessary to maintain health, when there is
scarcity neither wine nor gold, can buy seconds of happiness, spirituality
and wisdom should not be forgotten to maintain a constant balance.
As the years pass, good friends are made; the children help their parents
when they are educated with judgment but the perdition of their creators
comes when they are allowed to advance without teaching, an old angel
tells the soul about a loving father with his five children, gift his heart to
each one of them and never to punish them for disobeying him, as three
brothers grew envious of their other brothers for being raised with love,
forgot all the attention of their father and plotted a plan, kidnapped a
brother without resistance and with the will of the same to charge a sum
of money, the fifth brother upon learning of the amount agreed to join,
the day of payment were found in the middle of a bridge, all the children
wore masks not to be recognized, the father carried the suitcase in his
hand and the boldness to heaven, while the money rained that afternoon
the bullets filled the bodies of the three captors, the exchange of shots
hit all the evildoers, when the father removed the masks he realized to
reality ... They were all his children, his enemies.
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Death is a friend, waiting with open arms and with the passing of the
years comes to embrace and take us to another stage of life, this earthly
existence is an opportunity to experience emotions, feelings, to know the
imperfection.
The divided religion still denies the existence of a single true God with
various names and stories, but the prophets and great descended
teachers taught about love and forgiveness to reach the creative truth,
one truth and one place existing after death where we are received in
person by the Almighty.
The teachings of the creator embodied in the holy book are teachings,
gifts to escape from those lost, seekers of good and innocent souls,
corrupt people seek the hurt of others without knowing; an almighty
protects his children, if they remain in truth and goodness of heart the
children will be carried in one of the hands of the father and with the
other will be protected until his call.
At daybreak, the oppressive walls fall before the overwhelming dreams,
if the willpower is strong, patience dictates every action on the right path
and desires lead to progress, can fall at any instant, that's why the advice
is a master, must be carried away by the hand, it is the heart-wrenching
sword used to cut the blinding misunderstanding of goals because the
road is long and the aids are lacking, but whoever brings the supreme
being into his heart will not perish on the journey, his angels take care
of the righteous.
Those who do not forget God in wealth, reject their teachings by the
egocentrism of their vanity, in the end in the pain of their sickness the
supplications of help, they would be heard everywhere, even in the
temples where they swore to forget.
A hand is offered with the heart, a fallen brother without expecting a
retribution, to some extent not to forget, are the wrong intentions the
heavy chains, dragged by a person full of mistakes, walks slowly but
surely because the angels remove them an exact day of his purification,
if the seraphim permitted his debauchery his punishment would lead him
to the prisons of oblivion where his soul tortured by the memories would
destroy his life, every day until his death.
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Love arrives, but this affection depends on a high self-esteem, you can
look at the other help and company, because that hard solitude to
accompany you in the daily routine, leads to dreaming of being heard
but depending on another person to be happy, you must be removed the
old-fashioned idea of expecting happiness in objects, people, quantity
does not bring happiness, only the realization of the desired act with
love.
They have become accustomed to using objects of luck, witches, and
even the hope of baths of fortune, but waiting without acting combined
with an indecent attitude, leads to live in circles, when instead of talking
is discussed, it is used to create an image problematic, some speak with
dirty water, in the end creates a negative reputation, instead of
approaching the fate of objects, the person must behave according to
the rules, it is preferable to make friends to see who can lend a hand in
the future.
The good culture of a noble heart taught the exploited and lazy a great
lesson: to ask for money in the streets, a job well paid with little time the
great majority learned but the work served for some few, then a handful
hate to receive orders and left to borrow money from others through
threats, and women of easy life discovered a truth: money and sex can
be mixed with excellent and fixed clients.
Young people live the present, the end was written in the bible to warn
of evil in the world but the good are more, young people live without
thinking about tomorrow, they waste their time in daydreaming in
fantasies which lead to failure and dishonor in their plans to realize,
everything requires a payment, an effort of intelligence and time, a price
that many leave before starting leaving obligations to their parents.
The study is important but for young learn it became a let me go then I
pay you, thanks to this law schools lost respect, any young people leave
the courses, because with money can buy cartons, the evaluations lost
their validity.
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